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YOUR GOOD HEALTH

««"^_

Treat Scalp,
Hair Before
By CLAUD NORTH CHR1SMAN, M.D.
gARBEB'S ITCH, or impetigo contaglosa, is often consid- A Permanent
ered an unclean disease. Many a careful barber has

"Barber's Itch Very Contagious; Avoid Common
Towels, Cups; Ammoniated Mercury a Cure

suffered a slump In business, when some man blamed him
tor the infection on his face. It is really not a disease, of men
and the hair on their faces. It is fat more common among
children, especially In the spring.
School children and Inmates of ^^=^=^=™^^""™—
children's in.atutes are the chief
•»•»
f , ,
sufferers The disease appears in
Mt»/~\rilae>
varied forms and in the beginning
*• 1 V J 1 1 1 C 8
looks' so inno] cent t h a t no
1 b a r b e r could
recognise it.
True, It can ^^=^=s^^^s^^^^
be carried by
.
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:MQDERN_W:OMEN

GUttering With Jewels
Fashion Has
ItS All-Star

Well, of All Thingsl These Harassed Married
Men Are
TeUing'Fido to Move Over!
By MARIAN MAYS MARTIN
JUDGING by the "dog hours" organizations in the Unite*
I e
Tl
t~.f£
' ? -* ^!'?t!y h"«.»nlte<>.widely lor mutual protection against nagging wives. It the'boys are clever they'

By JACQUELINE HUNT

By EEJEANOK GUNK
VOUR new spring permanent
• will be a success if (a) .you
choose, your operator with care.
eagerness and impatience to see
(b) go to a salon that handles
scattering or natging wife. This
the models that have clicked in
not being a recognized ground
only the best equipment, (c) pay
America. For instance, this season
for divorce.' generally, men havf
a fair price, and (d) see that your
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tribute to their
Do not be discouraged If you
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' popularity—or
navent time, for you can do a
ping a contamThe Vlonnet dress with wide By JANE HERBERT GOWAKD an expression
inated razor in U/HEN you dance to the music great deal about if at home. '
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Branches are all over the world.
starts the circulation and helps
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swabbln* with the oil. When you
tion Is absolutely necessary for a He
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Bobby was "undecided. These organizations are still too
;^ .vaccination. In small children and
have gone over the entire scalp.
• By JIIU1TH WILSON
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*«» whether he was young to know what the' wive?
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Breakfast
circulation has been thor- the unusual dishes to our menus,
, thoroughly nibbed into the skin JtulTt demanded twenty- four hours • the
Particular attention should be iT
iKn^S!*!? ^ily ^ "nay
be trying to'see »to" «lew
recipes for which win appear in Honeydew Wedges with Lemon
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Apple
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Maple
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prophecy: "One hundred years IX, the conditioning oil has been
health, husband home from the dog house
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children.. This boy needs first place.
'Stormy Weather" will be classics.
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of a deodorant for the arm pits other
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•Chicken, French Style
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Hot
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ing the blood to feed the scalp
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could use a bicycle,, for example. others may turn bitter about
•Strawberries Romanoff
'— • rub in a fivs per cent ointment of
and excite the oil (lands to norAssorted Appetizers
Deml-Tasse
" _?»A. ??..<*•*«?•. baseball eciuip; the dog-house affair and believe
Your Wardrobe
meat, nOiing gioves.
acuon. xour hair and scalp
urown Kcut of Lamb with
It's all i ftame-iup for husbands
Cl-be.done mdrnlng'and nlght.~DurSHEER TWO-PIECE ffiai
are also helped to absorb aome of
Savory Stuff ing.
In this season of stark simplicity
to stay out evenings. -Naturally,
,T;-; ring toe day, Instead of the merthe oil..
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a simple navy wool dress (witii
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', .lard or vaseline.
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•excess water with a linUess towel.
Ready-to-Serve Cereal
—perhaps a hyacinth blue one. trMd *°a another is that the? Most women would be worried
then douse the scalp liberally with
Creamed Dried Beef on Toast
Tarniin, aunts and onion too. You might change the flow- almost never have more than one if 07je accused them
tonic, usinc the fingers to work
Hot Chocolate
It in.
pinner
•Denied Oyster: on tb*
Finally, u your scalp Is dry and
Half Shell
lazy, part the hair again at Interyeal Rolls with Gravy
Cook cauliflower In a Uouid
B«ck Interest
I?0?' A1)6 >>»ckbone of the daily even conscious of doing it. Somevals and apply some of the pomade
the added complication of a
•- Mashed Potatoes
sparingly along the parts. Work
mixture of hair milk and half
Three tucked sections under the f"1 ihis c<™™**™ ***• ^ not times
mother-in-law keeps the male In a
Asparagus Tips, Mayonnaise
into the scalp by massaging briskwater If you wish It to remain waist at back give fulness and to° muc" trouble to find out state
of
hatassment..
Strawberry
Pie
ly with your fingertips. Now comb
white. Also It will give.off no back Interest to a simple black "nether or not you an buying
pne pleasant" young chap I
- QUESTION: --fleaie answer the
TUESDAY
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odor while cookjng.
afternoon dress.
the best.
jsllixsins q>&3tKxis in the nodes
Breakfast
waves into place. You will Tutu
from home. He always seizes upon
Orange sections
and Wanners column. 1 have to
the' tonic and pomade give your
much trouble Kith them. What
. Corned Beef Patties with
the slightest excuse to extend
hair a lustrous, sQky finish.
COLD CREAM VEGETABLE SOUP FOR SPRING
PoachedEcn
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these trips a day or two when he
should 1 say when a person compliments my mother, my sister or •
can. without seeming to intrude
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the hospitality of his friends.
my father, to me?—Mayce."
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ANSWER: You may accept the
Chopped Beef Patties Most folks who know him like
^ French Pried Onion Rings
compliment in the same manner
to have him around. He Is a good
Slivered string. Beans
that you would If it were Intended
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Buttered Whole New Carroti
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Canned Grapefruit
timeJ—ltau."
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used or that ol her future husnil supervised under the critical
•Hot Doughnut Puffs with
Ask your doctor If you shouldn't
band?—D. M."
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be taking one of the vitamin con' A K 8 "V E R : Her own name
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never lets an opportunity pass to
centrates or a good tonic, to build
should be used, either the Intlnls
point out an error. Lucile's father,
Salad Appetizer
up your resistance. Plenty of sunof her present name or of her fuCreamed Eggs, Ham and
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shine, or the sun lamp on your
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Whipped Cream
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minimum of rnii^e on special ocget Individual salt containers for
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and
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acne will clear up mScker tt you Scrambled
tainers are much more satisfactta and Bacon in
But there you arel If-a "Royal
try to get along without them.
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Order of the Dog House" can help
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Maypole Theme
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vertical handling of colors la Maysilly as It appears now.
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the auest use his fingers io help deswn are characteristics of this the entire body of the dress made
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—X. K."
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